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Concurrent Error Detection and Testing
for Large PLA’s
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There are two modes of fault detection for any
digital system.Ononehand,
we have off-linetestingforeitherinitial
acceptance or for periodic testing of the system. In this mode,
the normal operation of the system
is interrupted, a selected set
of inputs is applied, and the corresponding outputs
are checked
for possible errorindication.Inthispaper
we refer to this
mode as simply testing. The second mode of fault detection,
hereafter called concurrent or on-line error detection or checking, concerns monitoring the system under normal operation
(i.e., with normal inputs).
Much work has been done in recent years on the problem of
Key Words-programmablelogicarray,
PLA, nonconcurrent PLA,
concurrenterrordelection,testing,two-railcodechecker,1-out-of-n
PLAfaultdetection:
[14], [21], [ 6 ] ,[8],[ l o ] , [ 1 5 ] , [18],
code checker.
[ 2 2 ] ,and [ 171 . However, most of this work has been concentrated on the question of testing, and not concurrent checking,
of
PLA’s. For example, Fujiwara [8] suggests extra hardware
r. INTRODUCTION
to augment the PLA so that function-independent test of the
HE ADVANTAGE of the programmable logic array (PLA) PLA would be possible.This augmentation includes a set of
as a flexible and regular structure within a digital system
cascaded X O R gates ontheproduct
lines. For a large PLA
is now well established, [12], [ 7 ] . Forexample,the use of with a few hundred product lines, the delay corresponding to
the PLA as the driver of the control section of today’s complex such an arrangement renders this extra circuitry
useless for conmicroprocessorshasbecome
common
a
practice.Sucha
current checking. In the present work, however, we integrate
PLA might have as many as 40 output lines, 30 input lines,
the two modes of testing so that any additional piece of hardand a few hundred product lines. A PLA of this size consti- ware is used for both of these modes. A price is paid in terms
tutesa significant portionofa
digitalsystem.Thispaper
of the generation of test patterns, as the test set for our design
addresses the issue of error detection and testing of such large
will be larger than that of, for example, Hong [lo] or Fujiwara
PLA’s.
[ 8 ] . Further,thetestset
will not be function-independent,
although the dependency is simple.
ManuscriptreceivedSeptember30,1981;
revised November28,
Section I1 of this paper lays the background,
describes the
b y the US ArmyElectronics
1981, Thisworkwassupportedinpart
ResearchandDevelopmentCommandunderContractDAAK-20-80faultmodel,andprovides
the definitionsandassumptions
C-0266.
that will be used in later sections. In Section 111, the circuitry
The authors are with the Center for Reliable Computing, Computer
for
concurrenterrordetection
will bedeveloped.InSection
Systems Laboratory, Departments of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Stanford University, Stanford. CA 94305.
IV. we will show how the PLA can be tested using the detec-

Abstract-A system of checkersisdesignedforconcurrenterror
detection in large PLA’s. This system combines concurrent error detecPLA byusingthesame
tionwithoff-linefunctionaltestingofthe
checker hardware for both purposes. The result is a significant saving in
hardware cost. For a case example, the total hardware cost is estimated
at about 37 percent of the original PLA area. Thesystem is almost
totally self-checking and, although the test patterns are not functionindependent, their generation algorithm is simple. The total test time
for the entire system is within the range of that of some recent PLA
designschemeswhichwerespecificallyaimedatsimplifyingoff-tine
testing, but which have no provisions for concurrent error detection.
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Fig. 2. Portion of the AND plane.

specifythestate
of the PLAandarefedback
to the AND
plane. This means that the machine has 256 states, or, on the
average, ithas less thantwoproductterms
per state. This
Fig. 1 . A NOR-NOR PLA.
implies a great degree of nonconcurrency that naturally exists
in the PLA, as the states of the machine are mutually exclusive.
.It
also implies a very easy and cheap search method for any
tion circuitry developed in Section 111. Also, in Section IV we
possible
concurrenciessinceconcurrenciesmayoccuronly
will addressthequestion of testingthecheckers.Finally,in
between
the product lines of the same state.Thenone
can
Section V an example will be provided for measuring the cost
remove
these
occasional
concurrencies
by,
for
example,
a
of hardware incurred by our design. Following this example
a comparison is made with three other proposed
designs for method given in [21]. Such a process requires an increase in
the size of the PLA, the degreeofwhich
dependsonthe
testing PLA’s.
number of concurrencies present.
Next consider a section of the AND plane of the (nonconcur11. THE MODEL, DEFINITIONS,
AND ASSUMPTIONS
rent) PLA, as shown in Fig. 2. P i s a product term and a is an
A . The PLA
input literal. Then P = M .a where M is the product of some
We assume the PLA is realized in NOR-NOR logic, as in most other input literals. Thus the input vectorI = M * a is a normal
MOS implementations, [7], [12]. However,theproposed
input that selects product line P. We say that the device x in
checking circuitry can be transformed readily to accommodate the AND plane (Fig. 2 ) is irredundant if input vector ,J = M . a’
otherimplementations. An example of a NOR-NOR PLA is is also a normal input vector. Otherwise, we say that device x
given in Fig. 1. We are interestedmainly in large PLA’s, as is redundant. Aredundant device may be removed without
described in the Introduction.
affecting the function of the PLA or its nonconcurrency propSince this paper is concerned with the structural properties
erty. This is so because, by removing x,product line P will be
of PLA’s, we assume that the primary (external) inputs to the selected by input M , irrespective of input literal a. But since
PLA have aseparate error-checking mechanism, such as a parity x is redundant, J is not a normal input and it cannot occur in
bit, and we exclude the primary PLA inputs from our discus- normal, fault-free operation.
So M always occurs with a = 1
sion. If the PLA has n inputs, it need not necessarily see all (never with a = 0). Thus device x may be removed without
affecting thenormaloperation
of the PLA.However,one
2n possible input vectors during normal, fault-free operation.
That is, ifwe conceive of a truth table corresponding to the may wish to have redundant devices for, say, a fault-tolerant
PLA, there may be some possible input vectors for which no design. Thus,ingeneral, we may have redundant devicesin
output is defined in the truth table. We call these the don’t- the PLA.
Next, we state the definitions that will be used in the remaincare input vectors. If a don’t-care input vector
is applied t o
the PLA, the output would
be undefined. Any input vector
der of thispaper. Considera combinationalcircuit C with
for which a corresponding output vector is defined is called a input code space S and output code space S f that implements
normal input.
a function 2. Let F be the set of faults that may occur in this
system. Let Z(s,f)denote the response of the circuit to input
Definition: APLA i s said to be nonconcurrent iff, under
s in S in the presence of fault f in F. Let Z ( s , 0) denote the
fault-free operation, any normal input vector selects exactly
response of the system to inputs in S when no fault is present.
one product term.
Then define the following [20] :
We assume that the PLA is nonconcurrent.Thisproperty
Definition: Acombinationalcircuit C is said to be faulthas been shown to be very desirable for testing purposes, [21],
secure with respect to input code space S and fault set F iff
[ 181 , The remaining sections of this paper once again attest
for all f in F and for all s in S either Z ( s , f ) = Z(s, 0) or Z(s, f)
to thisfact.Furthermore,thenonconcurrencyproperty
of
is not in S’.
the PLA is not necessarily as restrictive as it may appear to
be. For example, a PLA has been used for the control section
Definition: A combinational circuit C is said to be selftestof a special-purpose microprocessor, [ 5 ] . This PLA has about ing with respect to input code space S and fault set F iff for
400 product terms, and, of its output lines, eight are used to all f i n F , there is an s in S such that Z(s, f)is not in S‘.
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Definition: A combinational circuit C is said to be totally
C. Summary
self-checking (TSC) withrespect to input code space S and
We assume that the PLA has the following properties:
fault set F iff it is both fault-secure and self-testing with respect
1) it is large
to S and F.
2) it is nonconcurrent
Definition: A bit-line B I of a PLA is said to be complemen3) it is NOR-NOR implemented
tary of another bit-line Bz , iff both B 1 and B2 correspond to
4) it has single-input decoders at the input.
the same input literal.
Further, we make the following assumptions about the faults
Note that, under nonfaulty operation
of the PLA, any bit
1:hat may occur:
line carries the complement logic value of its complementary
bit line.
1) possible faults are stuck-at,extra/missing device, and
short between two adjacent parallel lines;
B. The Fault Model
a short fault AND’S the lines involved;
There have been a number of studies conducted that were
3) single fault is assumed, but detectsas many multiple faults
aimed at modeling physicalfailuresin differenttechnologies
as possible;
by logical faults, [19], [9] . A general conclusion from these
multiple-fault
case,
make
the
single-mode fault
4) for
works is that the classical stuck-at model is not sufficient for
assumption;
the
present
MOS technologies, [13].Furthermore,
these
5 ) primary PLA inputs are excluded from this work.
works exclusively deal with the so-called solid faults, and, to
111. CONCURRENT ERROR
DETECTION
the best of our knowledge, there has not been any experimental result that has yielded a logic model for the transient or
We will divide the PLA into theAND and O R planes, [ 121 , and
intermittentfailureswhich,bytheir
very nature,arenot
will consider them separately for concurrent error detection.
amenable to off-line testing.
A . The A N D Plane
Therefore, in this work, for both solid and nonsolid failures,
we use the following logical fault models which have been used
The AND plane consists of
widely in recent works,e.g., [14], [21], [ 6 ] ,[8], [IO], [17],
1) the input inverters
[22] :
2) the bit lines
3) the crosspoints on the bit lines
1) stuck-at-0 (sa0) and stuck-at-1 (sal)
2) short between two adjacent parallel lines
4) the product lines.
3) extra/missing device at PLA crosspoints.
A fault in an input inverter can be modeled as a stuck-at fault
is equivalent to a stuck-at fault on the
Further, we assume that a short between two lines always re- at its outputs, which
corresponding bit line. Thus we will ignore the input inverters
sults in ANDing the logic values of the two lines.
for fault analysis.
In this work we base our design on the single-fault assumption. It has been shown that a setof test patterns that detects
Lemma: For any normal input to the PLA, any number of
all single faults in aPLA also detects mostof the multiple faults,
faults on one of thefollowingcircuitelementgroupseither
[ l ] . However, for concurrent error detection, where we have
cause noerror, or desensitize the(only) sensitized product
no control over the inputs, we need to be more careful about
line, or sensitize one or more extra product lines. The element
multiple-fault situations. Therefore, our approach will be that
groups are
of detecting allsingle faults and as many multiple faults as
possible. To this end, we will distribute checkers throughout
1) the bit lines
the PLA, asdescribedinSection
2) the crosspoints in the AND plane
11; althoughthere willbe
significantoverlapsbetweenthesetsoferrorsdetected
by
3) the product lines.
these checkers.
Proof: We just give the proof for the bit lines. The proofs
For modeling the multiple fault situations,
we assume that,
for the other twocases are similar. There are threepossibilities:
at any instance of time, any circuit element type may display
atmostonefailuremode.Forexample,
we assume that we
1)Thefaults are all sal’s. An examination ofFig. 1,and
may not have a sal on one product line and, at the same time, the fact that the PLA is NOR-NOR, reveals that these faults
a short between two other product lines. Or, we may not have can at most desensitize the (only) selected product line.
2)Thefaults
are all sa0’s. AgainFig.1reveals
thatthese
a missing device at one crosspoint and, simultaneously, an extra device at a different crosspoint. We refer t o this assump- faultsdonotaffectthealready-selectedproductline.They,
tion as the single-mode fault assumption. This is a reasonable however, may cause activationof more product lines.
3) The faults are all shorts. If shorted lines carry the same
assumption because one expects that the cause of the failures,
logic value, no change would occur. If two shorted lines carry
be it a fabrication problem, extreme environmental condition,
or otherwise,mayaffect
similarcircuit elementsin similar opposite logic values, they will both become 0, which would
2). case put
in us back
Q.E.D.
manners.
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Fig. 3. A TSC two-rail checker.
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The conclusion from this Lemma is that, if there are r product lines, a 1-out-of-r code checker on the product lines detects
all single and many multiple faults
in the AND planeofthe
PLA.Thereareseveralimplementations
of a TSC 1-out-of-n
checker: [ 2 ] , [ 1 6 ] , [ l l ] . Theapproachin[2]and[16]
is
that first the 1-out-of-r code
is translated into a k-out-of-2k
code,andthena
TSC checkerfortheresultingk-out-of-2k
code is designed. In [l 11 , the 1-out-of-r codeis first translated
into a two-rail code, and then a TSC two-rail checker is used
to check the output of this translator. In
[ 111 it is shown
that for some values of r , the first method is more efficient,
andfortheothers,thesecondmethodresults
in abetter
design. Both approaches yield a TSC 1-out-of-r code checker.
Here we denote the code translator by L and the checker of
the translated code by C1. We will choose the design method
in accordance with the result of Khakbaz[ 1 11.
Another structural regularity of the PLA that can be utilized
is that the bit lines form a two-rail code. Thus
we can put a
two-rail code checker, called C2, on the bit lines. The general
approach for building a TSC two-rail checker for n pairs (Ai,
A : ) is to generate a paritytreewithtwooutputlines,[4],
[20]. The first output line is the parity of, say, the Ai lines.
The other output line is simply the complement of the first.
Thus the output of the two-rail checker is a 1-out-of-2 code.
A PLA implementation of suchatree is described in [21],
and an example of it is shown in Fig. 3 (for three input pairs).
The checkers of the type shown in Fig. 3 can be used to make
a two-rail checker tree with many input pairs. For example,
Fig. 4 shows a TSC two-rail checker with nine input pairs.

B. The OR Plane
The

OR

plane consists of the following circuit elements:

1) the output lines
2) the crosspoints on the output lines.
As before, we modelthefailures of the output inverters by
stuck-at faults at the corresponding output lines.
Under the single-fault assumption in the
O R plane, at most
one output line can be altered. Thus for single-fault detection
in the O R planeone outputparity line suffices. Moreover,

Fig. 4. A two-rail checker tree.

01

O2

03

04

P

Fig. 5. Even output parity for a nonconcurrent PLA.

since the PLA is nonconcurrent, the generation of such output
paritywouldbe
trivial. Togeneratethe
even (odd)output
parity, we justaddoneoutput
line andputdevicesonthe
crosspointswiththoseproductlineswhich
have odd (even)
number of devices on them. An example is shown in Fig. 5 .
Then a parity tree can concurrently check for any single error
on the m + 1 output lines.
For better error detection, other encoding schemes may be
used for the output lines. For example, we may add one parity
line for everythree output lines. Any such encoding scheme
requires some redundant output lines (denoted by D),and an
outputcodechecker
C3 ontheresulting
output lines. For
example, for the case of a single output parity, D consists of a
single output line and C3 is a parity tree.
C. Summary

We have suggested the following set of checkers for concurrent (on-line) error checking of the PLA:
1) A TSC 1-out-of-rchecker on theproductlines.
This
consists of a code translator L and a checker C1 to check the
output code ofL .
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Error Indicators
TSC Two-rail Checker

Output Redundancy

PLA Outputs

Indicators

Error

TSC Code Checker

Output Code
Checker
Error Indicator

Fig. 6 . The complete system diagram.

2 ) A two-rail code checker C2 for the bit lines.
3 ) An output encodingscheme (e.g., single parity)which
requires redundant output lines D and a corresponding output
code checker C 3 .
Fig. 6 shows a complete diagram of the system.

IV. TESTING
In this section we will consider the question of test pattern
generationforthesystem
ofFig. 6. Eachsubcircuit will be
considered separately. The fault model is described in Section
I. We assume that we have full externalcontrol overonly
theprimaryPLAinputs.This
is a realistic limitation since
direct external access to points within the PLA or the checkers,
or even to the connections between the PLA and the checkers,
generallyrequiresextrahardwareand/orextrapins
onthe
chip. We will show that even with this limitation, the entire
system of Fig. 6 is,testable, except the internal parts
of C 3
and the redundant devices in the A N D plane of the PLA.
us numbertheproductlines,fromtopto
Notation:Let
bottom, 1 through Y. Let I o ( p ) be the input vector that selects
product line p , with all don’t-care input literals set to 0. Similarly, let I l ( p ) be the input vector that selects product line p ,
with all don’t-care input literals set to 1. Also denote the all-0
input vector by IO and the all-1 input vector by 11,

PinRequirement: We assume that the outputs of C1, C 2 ,
and C3 of Fig. 6 are directly connected to external pins. But
as mentioned earlier, and as will be discussed in the following,
since, in general, the inputs
of C3 are not controllable from
the PLA inputs,a TSC implementation of C3 maynot be
necessary. Thus one output line could suffice for C 3 . Therefore, the system of Fig. 6 requires 5 extra pins.

A . Testing the A N D Plane
Aportion of the AND plane is shownin Fig. 7. Table I
specifies the input patterns required for testing various kinds
of faults in the AND plane. Note that since device x is irredundant, by the argument given earlier, the input vector ‘‘M with

i +1

i

’
Primary Inputs

Fig. 7 . A portion of the AND plane.

i = 1” is also a normal input and thus it

selects a product line
q . With x missing,this input alsoselects p , andhencethe
product lines no longer form a 1-out-of-r code.

B. Testing the OR Plane
A portion of the O R plane is shown in Fig. 8. Table I1 lists
the PLA input patterns that test for
single faultsinthe O R
plane.

C. Testing ( L , C1)
Either of the two implementations of the 1-out-of-r checker
( L , Cl), one in [2] and the other in [ 111, is completely tested
by applying I o @ ) , p = 1, 2 , * * . ,r; see [ 111 .

D, Testing C2
The general two-rail checker tree organization is exemplified
in Fig. 4. Any such implementation of C2 can be exhaustively
tested by 2‘ input patterns, where t is the number of input
pairs to the largest block of such a tree, [ 3 ] . For example, the
following is the list of the (PLA) input patterns thatare needed
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A'

B'

B

C

C'

Product Lines
Pt1

I
Error

Fig. 9. A simple two-rail checker.

?
j t1

101
100
110
111

PLA Outputs

Fig. 8. A portion of the
.~

OR

plane.

Test Pattern

001
010
100
111

We denote such setof test patterns by T(C2).

TABLE I
TEST PATTERN
FOR THE AND PLANEINPUT
Fault

101
110
100
111

E. Testing C3
Since, in general, we do not have full control over the inputs
of C3 (outputs of the PLA) from the inputs of the PLA (Fig.
6), itmay not bepossible to test C3fully.The
general
approach to this problem is to use a simple implementation of
C3. For example, if a two-rail output encoding is used for the
PLA, we may use the implementation ofFig. 9 rather than
that of Figs. 3 or 4. This implementation of a two-rail checker
is not totally self-checking. However, since it is simple and it
contains less circuitrythanthe
TSC implementations,the
possibility of a fault occurring init is smaller.

Error Indicator

B. sa0

c2

B. sal

c2

Bi short to :B

c2

B{ short to Bi+l

c2

p sal

c1

p sa0

c1

p short to p+1

c1

extra device at z

c1

extra device at w

c1

extra device at y

c1

missinn device at x

c1

(*)

Note that input literal i is a don't-care f o r product
line p + l .

(**)

Here product line p equals M.i:
irredundant.

and device x is

F. Summaly
In this section we have shown that the system of Fig. 6 can
betestedfor
all single faults, except the missing redundant
devices in the AND plane and the internal faults
of C3. The
test patterns are applied to the primary inputs of the PLA and
the error indicators are the. outputs of C1 (two lines), C2 (two
lines, and C3 (one line).
Let IO@), I,@), 11, IO, and T(C2)
be defined as before. Also, let J(x) be the test pattern needed
for testing missing device x in the AND plane, as described in
Table I.Then
Table I11 summarizes thecompletetesting
scheme for the system of Fig. 6.

TABLE I1
INPUT TEST PATTERN
FOR THE OR PLANE
Fault
j sa0
j sal
j short to j+l

missing device s
extra device at t

I

Error Indicator

Test Input

~

Io(P)

b(P+l)
I,(P)

I*(P)
I;)(P+l)
Io(p+l)

I

c3
Ci
c3

c3
c3
c3

for testing C2, for a PLA with nine input lines, and for C2
implemented as in Fig. 4.

000
001
011
010

000
011
001
010

000
011
101
110

V. AN EXAMPLE
Consider a large PLA with 25 inputs, 300 product terms, and
40 output lines. Furthermore, assume thatthere are 6000
devices in the AND plane. We would like to get an estimate of
the cost in area for implementing our design. To this end, we
use thestandardsin[12,p.
1031 for areacalculations.For
simplicity, we separately calculate the cost incurred by circuits
C1, C2, C3, L , and D. Then, to estimate the total cost,
we will
addthesenumberstogether.Thusthedetails
of spacings,
interconnections, and the actual layouts are ignored. Further,
we assumePLA implementationsforC1,C2,andC3.This
usually is not the most compact implementation; thus the cost
estimatesforthesecircuitsareupperlimitsforthesevalues.
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I-out-of-300
Input

L

Code T r a n s l a t o r

/Two-railChecker

1

Two- r a i 1
Checker

TSC Two-rail Checker

c1

jiji
J K

Fig. 10. A TSC 1-out-of-300 code checker.

COMPLETE

TABLE 111
TESTS E T FOR THE SYSTEM

OF

FIG.6

Error
T e s tI n p u t
IO. I1

Faults

Detected

Number o f
I n d i c a tToer s t s
2

s i n g l e f a u l t s on
bit-lines

c2

f a u l t s o np r o d u c tl i n e s
faultsinthe
OR p l a n e
some e x t r a d e v i c e s i n
t h e AND p l a n e , f a u l t s
i n L, f a u l t s i n C l

r

c1

o t h e re x t r ad e v i c e si n
t h e AND p l a n e

r

J(x)

c1

m i s s i n gd e v i c e s
AND plane

d

T(C2)

c2

I, ( P )

(P)

C1, C3

I

faultsin

in t h e
C2

I

2t

r : number of p r o d u c tl i n e s ;
d : number of d e v i c e s i n t h e
AND p l a n e ;
t : number of i n p u t s t o t h e b i g g e s t b l o c k i n t h e
i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of t w o - r a i lc h e c k e r
C2.

tree

TABLE IV
A R E A COST
Circuit
O r i g i n a l PLA
L

c1
C 2 ( F i g . 11)
D

I

I

I

IV we conclude that the cost of the excess circuitry is about
37percent of the original PLA area.
Next consider the question of error-detection delay for this
example. Here we define detection delay as follows:

Area
27,000
5,400
264
1,152
300

The u n i t o f a r e a i s i m m a t e r i a l ,s i n c et h ep u r p o s eh e r e
i s a r e l a t i v ec o m p a r i s o n .

We assume a single output parity for the PLA, Le., D consists
of onlyoneline.Finally,the1-out-of-rchecker
( L , C1) for
r = 300 is implemented using the method of Khakbaz [ I 11.
Such an implementation of C1is shown in Fig. 10. Table IV
shows the estimate of the areas of these circuits. From Table

Definition:Thedelay
between the time the output
of the
PLA is ready and the time that error indicatorscan be sampled
safely is called error-detection delay, or simply, delay.
To calculate the delay of this circuit, we assume that each of
the PLA input decoders, the AND plane, and the O R plane has
onegatedelay.Note
thatthe PLA'sused forthetwo-rail
checkers have no input decoders. Also, we assume that each
XOR gate hastwo gatedelays.Withtheseassumptions,
for
the above example, we have
delay of C1 (Fig. 10): 6 gate delays:
delay of C2 (Fig. 11): 5 gate delays:
delay of C3 (Fig. 12): 9 gate delays.
3 gate delays, for each test pattern
Since the PLA itself has
applied, the tester must wait at least
12 gate delays before it
samples the error indicators. From Table I11we conclude that
2* t 2 r t d t 2 test patterns are required. For our example,
this number is 6618. Therefore, the total test time is, at least,
6618 * 12 or about 79 000 gate delays.
It would be interesting to compare the characteristics of our
design with those of some other proposed schemes. In particular, the designs of Hong [ 101 , Fujiwara 181, and Yajima [22]
have been selected for this purpose, since, in our opinion, they
represent the most novel and the state-of-the-art ideas in PLA
testing.TableV
gives ageneralcomparison oftheseworks,
denotedby H , F , and Y , respectively.Thepresentwork
is
denoted by K . In the calculations that resulted in this table,
in addition to the assumptions made earlier, we have assumed
that one gate delay is required for entering a bit into a shift
register.
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5-

i n e a c hb l o c k i s t h e number
o f i n p u t p a i r s t o t h a tb l o c k .
Thenumber

Fig. 11. A TSC two-rail checker tree with 25 input pairs.

The number i n e a c hb l o c k

is the

number o f i n p u t s t o t h a t b l o c k .

Fig. 12. Parity tree with 4 1 inputs.

TABLE VI

TABLE V
OTHER
METHODS

A

COMPARISON
WITH

I

I

C o n c u rFruennct t i o n
Detection
Indep.

1

No. DTpeeelsrat y
Patterns

I

T eRs te s p o n s e

I

No. E x t r a
Pins
K

n : number of PLA i n p u t s ;

Number of
Test P a t t e r n s

T o t a lT e s t Time
i nG a t eD e l a y s

Number o f
E x t r aP i n s

6.618

79,000

5

Area Cost
( P e r c e n t of PLA)
37
21

H

680

16,500

Y

633

56,000

3

27

573,000

4

21

F

m : number of PLA o u t p u t s :
r : number of PLA p r o d u c t terms;
d : n m b e r of d e v i c e s i n t h e AND p l a n e :
t : max. number of i n p u t s t o a b l o c k i n C2 t r e e .

COMPARISON,
NUMERICAL
VALUES

950

12

theotherthree
cases.However,thetotaltesttimefor
our
method is withinthesame
rangeas thetotaltesttimefor
the other methods, since the response time to each test pattern
is much smaller for our design than for the others.

VI. CONCLUSION
To get numerical values, again consider thePLA of the above
example. To get
an estimate of thecostinarea,
we assume
A system of checkers is designed for concurrent error detecevery block of combinationalcircuits is PLA implemented. tion in large PLA. Thissystemcombinesconcurrenterror
Table VI shows the result.
detection with off-line testing by
using the same circuits for
in a significant saving in
Note that, of these designs, only this one has combined con- both modes of testing. This results
current error checking with off-line testing. In fact, all of the hardware cost.
extra circuitry of Fig. 6 is used for both modesof testing. Thus
An examplefor
our proposederror-detection
design is
in area is estimatedat
on the average, over 20-percent savings in area is made over the provided. For thisexample,thecost
other systems, as the other designs still need a complete set of 37 percent of the area of the original PLA. Concurrent error
indication lags the PLA outputs by 9 gate delays. To test the
circuitryforconcurrenterrordetection.The
price forthis
entire system, we need to apply 6618 test patterns, each resaving is interms of thenumber of testpatternsrequired,
which, for our case, is an order of magnitude larger than for quiring
12 gate delays before its corresponding error indicators
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may be sampled. The whole system thus takes about 79 000
gate delays for a complete off-line test. This design requires at
most 5 extra pins.
A comparison is made with three other existing designs. The
result is that our system is better in terms of area cost, while it
requires a bigger test set.
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